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satisfied it: you have given me new thoughts, but you have also nade room for more.
Phocion.    Aeschines, would you take possession of a vineyard >r olive-ground which nobody had given to you?
Aeschines.    Certainly not.
Phocion.    Yet if it were bequeathed by will, you would?
Aeschines.    Who would hesitate?
Phocion.    In many cases the just man.
Aeschines.    In some indeed.
Phocion.   There  is a parity in all  between  a  will and my hypothesis of vineyard or olive-ground.   Inheriting by means of
will, we take to ourselves what nobody has given.
Aeschines. Quite the contrary: we take what he has given who oes not deprive himself of any enjoyment or advantage by his gift.
Phocion. Again I say, we take it, Aeschines, from no giver t all ; for he whom you denominate the giver does not exist: e who does not exist can do nothing, can accept nothing, can xchange nothing, can give nothing.
Aeschines. He gave it while he was living, and while he had tiese powers and faculties.
Phocion.   If he gave it while he was living, then it was not riiat lawyers and jurists and legislators call a will or testament, >n which alone we spoke. , Aeschines.   True ; I yield.
Phocion. The absurdities we do not see are more numerous ind greater than those we discover ; for truly there are few maginable that have not crept from some corner or other into ;ommon use, and these escape our notice by familiarity.
Aeschines,   We pass easily over great inequalities, and smaller shock us.   He who leaps down resolutely and with impunity from i crag of Lycabettos, may be lamed perhaps for life by missing a step in the descent from a temple. Again, if you please, to our" first question. Phocion.    I would change it willingly for another, if you had bt dropped something out of which I collect that you think me

